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ABSTRACTWe introdue a notion of noninterferene for a typed ver-sion of the �-alulus where types are used to assign sereylevels to hannels. Noninterferene is expressed in terms ofa partial ongruene (p-ongruene, for short). We providea proof tehnique in the form of a bisimulation-like partialequivalene relation that is a binary relation whih is sym-metri and transitive but not reexive.We show that the noninterferene property is omposi-tional with respet to most of the operators of the languageleading to eÆient proof tehniques for the veri�ation andthe onstrution of (ompositional) seure systems.In order to allow downgrading of sensitive information,we extend the �-alulus with delassi�ation primitives andwe study a property whih sales to noninterferene whendowngrading is not permitted.
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1. INTRODUCTIONA number of formal de�nitions of seurity properties fordi�erent languages and models has been proposed and stu-died in the literature. One of the most suessful approahesis information ow seurity whih requires that there is noow from private (seret) to publi data. The onept ofnoninterferene [6℄ has been introdued to formalize the ab-sene of information ow in multilevel systems. It demandsthat publi outputs are unhanged as seret inputs are var-ied or, more generally, that the low level observation of thesystem is independent from the behaviour of its high om-ponents. Useful surveys of researh into language-based in-formation ow seurity and noninterferene in proess lan-guages an be found in [4, 16, 17℄.Syntax-direted typeheking tehniques are usually usedto guarantee forms of noninterferene for the �-alulus [8,11, 13, 14, 15℄. In these works type systems play a en-tral role in the de�nition of noninterferene, sine both theobservation of the system and the observed proesses areonstrained by types. A soundness theorem guarantees thatwell-typed proesses are interferene-free.In our previous work [3℄ we propose a di�erent approahto noninterferene for the �-alulus, where the use of typesis muh lighter. We use a slight extension of the basi typesystem for the �-alulus [21℄ where seurity levels are asso-iated with hannels. As for seurity, the only typing on-straint is that values at a given seurity learane annotow through hannels with a lower seurity level. Suh atyping disipline ensures that information does not expli-itly ow from high to low, but it does not deal with impliitows. Instead, we haraterize noninterferene in terms ofthe ations that typed proesses may perform.The de�nition of noninterferene presented in [3℄ is in-spired by the P BNDC (Persistent BNDC ) property de�nedby Foardi and the seond author in [5℄ for CCS. Roughly,a proess P is interferene-free if for every state P 0 reah-able from P , and for every high level proess H (that isa proess whih an only perform high level ations) theproesses P 0 and P 0 j H are indistinguishable for a low levelobserver. This de�nition involves a notion of reahability fortyped proesses whih allows us to reason on all the possiblestates in whih a proess may evolve. The seurity de�nitionis persistent in the sense that if a proess satis�es noninter-



ferene then also all its reahable states do. As disussedin [5℄, persistene is tehnially useful sine it allows oneto apply indutive reasoning when proving seurity results(e.g., ompositionality). Furthermore, in [3℄ persistene isexploited to give various quanti�er-free haraterizations ofnoninterferene based on bisimulation-like relations leadingto eÆient methods for the veri�ation and onstrution of(ompositional) seure systems.In this paper we follow a di�erent approah: instead of re-quiring persistene we onsider a more sophistiated notionof ontextuality and show that this leads to more preiseand eÆient de�nitions. In order to give an intuition, on-sider the program P = (�`)(hh`i:`hi:P 0) with ` standingfor a publi hannel and h for a private one. Aording tothe operational semantis of the �-alulus, the proess Pmay extrude the sope of the new name `, evolving into astate where ` is a free name, and reahing the state P 0, i.e.,P (�l)hhli�����! lhi:P 0 lhi��! P 0. Thus, aording to the de�-nition of noninterferene presented in [3℄, in order to provethat P is seure, we need to hek that also P 0 satis�es theseurity de�nition. However, the name ` will never be ex-truded to a low level observer sine it is ommuniated alonga high level hannel. Hene the low observer will never beable to observe the state P 0. The proess P is indeed se-ure independently from P 0, whih should not be required tobe seure. On the other hand, if Q = (�`2)(`1h`2i:`2hi:Q0)where both `1 and `2 denote a publi hannel, then Q0 islearly observable from a low level point of view and thusit is orret to require that it satis�es the global seurityde�nition in order to ensure that Q is interferene-free.In this paper we study a more preise, ontextual, de�ni-tion of noninterferene for the �-alulus expressed in termsof so-alled partial ongruenes (p-ongruenes, for short)apturing the low level behaviour of proesses whatever aretheir surrounding high level ontexts, i.e., whatever are theirhigh level behaviours.One of the most natural observation equivalenes for the�-alulus is redution barbed ongruene �= ([12, 9℄), whihis a ongruene de�ned in terms of redution and observabil-ity. More preisely, two proesses P and Q exhibit the samebehavior if they are are equivalent with respet to a relationR whih is(1) redution losed, i.e., if P ���! P 0 then Q =) Q0and P 0RQ0(2) barb preserving, i.e., if P nhmi����! then there existsQ0 suh that Q =) Q0 nhmi����!(3) ontextual, i.e., C[P ℄ R C[Q℄ for all ontexts C[ ℄.In multilevel systems, where proesses and resoures areassoiated with seurity learanes taken from a ompletelattie h�;�i of seurity annotations, the observation anbe parameterized with respet to the seurity level � of theobserver. In [3℄ we de�ne a �-redution barbed ongrueneapturing the �-low behavior of proesses. Formally, it is arelation R� whih is(1) redution losed(2) �-barb preserving, i.e. if P nhmi����! where the seu-rity level of n is less or equal than � then there existsQ0 suh that Q =) Q0 nhmi����!

(3) ontextual with respet to �-low level ontexts, i.e., itholds CL[P ℄ R� CL[Q℄ for all ontext CL[ ℄ whereCL[ ℄ may interat with the proess �lling the hole justthrough hannels of level at most �.In [3℄ we show how the P BNDC property an be de-�ned in the �-alulus using the abovementioned observa-tion equivalene.In this paper we generalize the �-redution barbed ongru-ene in order to equate proesses exhibiting the same �-levelbehaviour whatever is the surrounding �-high level ontext.Suh a relation leads to a natural de�nition of noninterfer-ing proesses, that is proesses whose observable behavior isindependent from the surrounding high level ontext.The new relation, denoted with �=�, simply hanges thenotion of ontextuality as follows:P �=� Q implies CL[C1H [P ℄℄ �=� CL[C2H [Q℄℄.for all �-high ontexts C1H [ ℄ and C2H [ ℄ whih may interatwith the proess �lling the hole just through hannels oflevel not less than �, and for all �-low ontexts CL[ ℄.The resulting relation is no more an equivalene. Instead,it is a partial equivalene relation, that is symmetri andtransitive but not reexive. We all it �-redution barbed p-ongruene, p-ongruene for short; moreover, �=� is indexedon a typing environment � that assoiates seurity levels tohannel names.It is then natural to de�ne noninterferene as the reexivelosure of �=�. Thus we say that a proess P in a type envi-ronment � satis�es the �-noninterferene property, written� . P 2 NI(�=�), if � � P �=� P:In partiular, by ontextuality, if P is �-noninterfering then�0 � CL[C1H [P ℄℄ �=� CL[C2H [P ℄℄for all �-low ontexts CL[ ℄ and for all �-high ontexts C1H [ ℄and C2H [ ℄.Interestingly, a proof tehnique for �=� exists in the form ofa partial equivalene relation (per model, see [18℄) on typedlabelled transition systems.A typed LTS is built around typed ations of the form� . P ���!Æ �0 . P 0 indiating that in the type environ-ment �, the proess P performs the ation � of level Æ andevolves to P 0 in the possibly modi�ed environment �0. Wede�ne a partial equivalene relation :�� in the spirit of thede�nitions in [18, 19℄ for imperative and multi-threaded lan-guages, and we prove that :�� provides a oindutive hara-terization of the p-ongruene �=�. We show that the partialequivalene relation :�� is an eÆient proof tehnique for theseurity property NI(�=�), whih is deidable over the set of�nite state proesses. Furthermore, we show that NI(�=�)is ompositional with respet to most of the operators of the�-alulus. In partiular, if P and Q satisfy NI(�=�) thenP j Q and !P also do.It is well-known that strong noninterferene an hardlybe ahieved in real systems. Indeed, real-world appliationsoften release bits of information as part of their intendedbehaviour. For instane, when two high level users om-muniate through an enrypted hannel, as in the ase of apurhase protool, seret information is revealed whenevera ondition, suh as \payment transferred", has been ful-�lled. In order to permit systems to leak information by



design, information ow ontrols often inlude some notionof downgrading, whih allows trusted entities to delassifyinformation from a higher to a lower seurity level.A number of de�nitions and analysis for di�erent kinds ofinformation release poliies over a variety of languages andaluli have been reently proposed. The reader is referredto the work of Sabelfeld et al. [20℄ for a road map of themain diretions of the researh on this topi.In this paper we extend the noninterferene frameworkfor the �-alulus illustrated above by integrating a meh-anism for the seure downgrading of information into the�-alulus. More preisely, following [2℄, we enrih the stan-dard �-alulus with a family of delassi�ed ations of theform deÆ a(x:T ) and deÆ ahbi with Æ belonging to the om-plete lattie of seurity annotations. We all De�-alulusthe new language. If a is a hannel of a seurity level Æ0with Æ � Æ0 then deÆ a(x:T ) is an ation delassi�ed to thelower level Æ whih an be used by the programmer to spe-ify an \esape hath" for information release, i.e., to allowinformation arising from this ation to ow downwards upto level Æ. The same holds for the write ation deÆ ahbi.In this approah the de onstrutor is used to delassifyations instead of names, obtaining a exible, �ner-grained,downgrading mehanism that, for instane, allows program-mers to interleave delassi�ed and non delassi�ed ationsover the same hannel.We show that the noninterferene propertyNI(�=�) salesto the De�-alulus, whih also inherit the eÆient prooftehnique based on the relation :��.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2we present the language, its semantis and the type system.P-ongruenes together with the orresponding proof teh-nique are introdued in Setion 3. In Setion 4 we de�ne�-noninterferene and show its ompositionality properties.In Setion 5 we extend the noninterferene framework inorder to deal with a delassi�ation mehanism. Setion 6onludes the paper.
2. SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF TYPED

PI-CALCULUSIn this setion we introdue the language, its operationalsemantis and the type system we will be onerned with.We presuppose a ountably-in�nite set of names and aountably-in�nite set of variables ranged over by n; ::; q andby x; ::; z, respetively. We often use a; b;  to range overboth names and variables. We also assume a omplete lattieh�;�i of seurity annotations, ranged over by �; Æ, where> and ? represent the top and the bottom elements ofthe lattie. The syntax of proesses and types is shownin Table 1. It is a synhronous, polyadi, alulus with themath/mismath operator. The hoie of the synhronousmodel is motivated by the fat that it gives rise to moreinterferenes with respet to an asynhronous one. Nev-ertheless, our results an be adapted to the asynhronousase1. On the other hand, as explained in [9℄, the mathingonstrut is essential for the oindutive haraterization ofthe partial ongruene shown in Setion 3.As usual, the input onstrut a(x1:T1; : : : ; xk:Tk):P atsas a binder for the variables x1; : : : ; xk in P , while the re-1A disussion about the asynhronous �-alulus an befound in Setion 6 where we ompare our work with theseurity �-alulus of [8℄.

strition (�n:T )P ats as a binder for the name n in P .We identify proesses up to �-onversion. We use fn(P )and fv(P ) to denote the set of free names and free vari-ables, respetively, in P . We write Pfx := ng to denotethe substitution of all free ourrenes of x in P with n,and we often write a(~x: ~T ); ah~bi; (� ~p: ~T ); ~T as a shorthand fora(x1:T1; :::; xk:Tk):0; ahb1; :::; bki:0; (�p1:T1):::(�pk:Tk) andT1; : : : ; Tk. In this paper we restrit to losed proesses, thatare proesses ontaining no free ourrenes of variables; fora disussion on how to extend our theory to open terms thereader is referred to [2℄.Types assign seurity levels to hannels. More preisely,if � 2 �, then �[T1; : : : ; Tk℄ is the type of hannels of level� whih arry k values of type T1; : : : ; Tk. We onsider afuntion � assoiating to types the orresponding level, thatis �(�[T1; : : : ; Tk℄) = �.
Semantics.The operational semantis of our language isgiven in terms of a labelled transition system (LTS) de�nedover proesses. The set of labels, or ations, is the following:� ::= � internal ationj n( ~m) reeive a tuplej (� ~p: ~T )nh ~mi ~p � ~m send a tupleof (fresh) namesWe write fn(�) and bn(�) to denote the set of free and boundnames ourring in the ation �, where bn(�) = f~pg if � =(� ~p: ~T )nh ~mi, and bn(�) = ; otherwise. The LTS is de�nedin Table 2 and it is entirely standard; we just omitted thesymmetri rules for (Sum), (Par), (Comm) and (Close) inwhih the role of the left and right omponents are swapped.We simply write P ���! when the proess resulting fromP after the ation � does not matter.
Type System.Our type system orresponds to the basitype system for the �-alulus (see [21℄). The main judg-ments take the form � ` P , where � is a type environment,that is a �nite mapping from names and variables to types.Intuitively, � ` P means that the proess P uses all han-nels as input/output devies in aordane with their types,as given in �. The other, auxiliary, judgments are � ` a : Tstating that the name/variable a has type T in �, and � ` �stating that the type environment � is well formed. Thetyping rules are olleted in Table 3, and they are based onthe following rule of type formation, whih prevents a han-nel of seurity level Æ from arrying values of level higherthan Æ. (Channel Type)` Ti �(Ti) � Æ i = 1; : : : ; k` Æ[T1; : : : ; Tk℄Notie that the type formation rules guarantee the abseneof any expliit ow of information from a higher to a lowerseurity level: for instane, the proess pubhpasswdi:0 wherea seret password is forwarded along a publi hannel, is notwell-typed.It is easy to prove that our type system enjoys the stan-dard subjet redution property (see [21℄), expressing theonsisteny between the operational semantis and the typ-ing rules.



Pre�xes � ::= ahb1; : : : ; bki j a(x1:T1; : : : ; xk:Tk) where k � 0Proesses P ::= �:P j if a = b then P else P j P j P j (�n : T )P j !P j 0Types T ::= �[T1; : : : ; Tk℄ where k � 0Table 1: Syntax(Par)P ���! P 0 bn(�) \ fn(Q) = ;P j Q ���! P 0 j Q (In)n(~x: ~T ):P n( ~m)���! Pf~x := ~mg (Out)nh ~mi:P nh ~mi����! P(Open)P (� ~p: ~T )nh ~mi���������! P 0 q 6= n; ~p q 2 ~m(�q:T )P (�q:T )(� ~p: ~T )nh ~mi��������������! P 0 (Rep-At)P ���! P 0!P ���! P 0 j !P (Res)P ���! P 0 n =2 fn(�) [ bn(�)(�n:T )P ���! (�n:T )P 0(Close)P (� ~p: ~T )nh ~mi���������! P 0 Q n( ~m)���! Q0 ~p \ fn(Q) = ;P j Q ���! (� ~p: ~T )(P 0 j Q0) (Math)if n = n then P else Q ���! P (Mismath)n 6= mif n = m then P else Q ���! QTable 2: Labelled Transition System
3. OBSERVATION AS P-CONGRUENCESIn this setion we de�ne system observations in terms ofp-ongruenes that are parametri with respet to the seu-rity level � of external observers. P-ongruenes are type-indexed relations that equate the �-low level, observable,behavior of proesses interating with whatever �-high on-text.We say that �.P is a on�guration if � is a type environ-ment and P is a proess suh that � ` P . A type-indexedrelation over proesses is a family of binary relations be-tween proesses indexed by type environments. We write� � P R Q to mean that P and Q are related by R at �and � . P and � . Q are on�gurations.To de�ne our relations, we will ask for the largest type-indexed relation over proesses whih satis�es the followingproperties.
Reduction Closure.A type-indexed relation R over pro-esses is redution losed if � � P RQ and P ��! P 0 implythat there exists Q0 suh that Q =) Q0 and � � P 0RQ0,where =) denotes the reexive and transitive losure of���! :�-Barb Preservation.Let � 2 �, P be a proess and �a type environment suh that � ` P . We write � � P #�nif P nhmi����! with �(�(n)) � �. Furthermore we write� � P +�n if there exists some P 0 suh that P =) P 0 and� � P 0 #�n.A type-indexed relation R over proesses is �-barb pre-serving if � � P RQ and � � P #�n imply � � Q+�n.�-Contextuality.Let a ontext be a proess with at mostone hole [�℄. If C[�℄ is a ontext and P is a proess, then we

write C[P ℄ for the proess obtained by replaing the hole inC[�℄ by P .A (�0=�)-ontext is a ontext C[��℄ suh that, when �lledwith a proess well typed in �, it beomes a proess welltyped in �0. More formally, if P is a proess, � is a typeenvironment suh that � ` P and C[��℄ is a (�0=�)-ontext,then �0 ` C[P ℄.In order to type ontexts, the type system of Table 3 isextended with the following rule:(Ctx)�;�0 ` [��℄We are interested in two lasses of ontexts, alled �-lowand �-high ontexts. Intuitively, the �-low ontexts are usedto observe the �-low behaviour of proesses, while the �-highontexts are used to desribe their possible �-high intera-tions. More preisely, a �-low (resp. �-high) ontext is anevaluation ontext whih may interat with the proess �ll-ing the hole just through hannels of level at most (resp. atleast) �. We �rst introdue the notions of �-low and �-highlevel soures.De�nition 1. (�-low and �-high level soures) Let P be aproess and � be a type environment suh that � ` P .� We say that the proess P is a �-low level soure in�, denoted � �̀ P , if � ` P and 8m 2 fn(P ) it holds�(�(m)) � �.� We say that the proess P is a �-high level soure in�, denoted � �̀ P , if for all names a used in P as asubjet in an input or an output pre�x, �(�(a)) 6� �.Notie that this de�nition does not prevent a �-highlevel soure from ommuniating �-low values (along�-high hannels).



(Empty); ` � (Env a)� ` � ` T a =2 Dom(�)�; a : T ` � (Projet)�; a : T ` ��; a : T ` a : T(Output)� ` a : Æ[ ~T ℄ � ` ~b : ~T � ` P� ` ah~bi:P (Input)� ` a : Æ[ ~T ℄ �; ~x : ~T ` P� ` a(~x : ~T ):P (Para)� ` P � ` Q� ` P j Q(Math)� ` a : T � ` b : T � ` P � ` Q� ` if a = b then P else Q (Res)�; n : T ` P� ` (�n : T )P (Repl)� ` P� `!P (Dead)� ` �� ` 0Table 3: Type SystemThe following de�nition provides a preise formalizationof �-low and �-high ontexts.De�nition 2. (�-low and �-high ontexts) Let � 2 �.Consider the following grammar:C[��℄ ::= [��℄ j (�n:T )C[��℄ j C[��℄ j P j P j C[��℄� A ontext C[��℄ is a �-low ontext if it is a (�0=�)-ontext generated by the grammar above where �(T ) �� and �0 �̀ P .� A ontext C[��℄ is a �-high ontext if it is a (�0=�)-ontext generated by the grammar above where �(T ) 6�� and �0 �̀ P .We write �0 �̀ C[��℄ (resp. �0 �̀ C[��℄) to indiate thatC[��℄ is a �-low (resp. �-high) (�0=�)-ontext.Example 1. Let be � = h:>[?[ ℄℄; `:?[ ℄, �0 = `:?[ ℄ and� � >.� The ontext (�h)(hh`i j [��℄) is a (�0=�)-�-high ontextsine the proess hh`i in parallel with the hole an onlyperform a �-high ation; it an then interat with aproess �lling the hole through the high hannel h.� On the other hand, the ontext (�h)(hh`i) j [��℄ is a(�0=�0)-�-low ontext.We say that a type-indexed relation R over proessesis �-ontextual if for any �-low ontext CL and for all �-high ontexts C1H and C2H suh that �0 �̀ C1H [��℄; C2H [��℄and �00 �̀ CL[��0 ℄ it holds that � � P R Q imply �00 �CL[C1H [P ℄℄ R CL[C2H [Q℄℄.De�nition 3. (P-Congruene �=�) Let � 2 �. The �-redution barbed partial ongruene, denoted by �=�, is thelargest type-indexed relation over proesses whih is sym-metri, �-ontextual, redution losed and �-barb preserv-ing.The next proposition establishes a preise omparison be-tween the �-redution barbed p-ongruene�=� and the stan-dard redution barbed ongruene �= [9℄ ited in the Intro-dution.

Proposition 1. Let � 2 �, P and Q be two proessesand � be a type environment suh that � ` P;Q.1. � � P �= Q 6=) � � P �=� Q.2. � � P �=� Q 6=) � � P �= Q.3. If � � P �=� P then for all Q suh that � � P �= Q itholds � � Q �=� Q and � � P �=� Q.Proof. We give two ounter-examples for the statements1 and 2. Consider the simple proesses P1 = h():`(), P2 =`():h() and P3 = `():k(). Moreover, onsider the type en-vironment � = h:>[ ℄; k:>[ ℄; `:?[ ℄. It is easy to see that� � P1 �= P1 but � � P1 6�=� P1, and � � P2 �=� P3 but� � P2 6�= P3.The proof of 3 is trivial.The previous ounter-examples also show that �=� is ingeneral not reexive, e.g., � � P1 6�=� P1.
3.1 A proof technique for P-congruencesIn this setion we develop a proof tehnique for the re-lations �=� de�ned above, whih is deidable over the setof �nite state proesses. More preisely, following [8, 9℄, wede�ne a LTS of typed ations (alled typed LTS) over on�g-urations. As in [8℄, ations are parameterized over seuritylevels and take the form� . P ���!Æ �0 . P 0indiating that the proess P in the type environment � anperform the ation � to interat with some Æ-level observer.In this ase, we say that � is a Æ-level ation.The rules of the typed LTS are obtained from those in Ta-ble 2 by taking into aount the type environment � whihreords the seurity levels of the hannels used by the pro-ess. Di�erently from [8℄, our typed ations are built aroundjust a single type environment � onstraining the observedproess P . This di�ers from [8℄ where, due to the presene ofsubtyping, two distint type environments are needed, onefor the observer and the other for the observed proess.The rules of the typed LTS are reported in Table 4; notethe presene of an additional input ation with the form(� ~p: ~T )n( ~m) ourring when the proess reeives the newnames ~p generated by the environment.



(Out)� ` n : Æ1[ ~T ℄ Æ1 � Æ� . nh ~mi:P nh ~mi���!Æ � . P (In)� ` n : Æ1[ ~T ℄ � ` ~m : ~T Æ1 � Æ� . n(~x: ~T ):P n( ~m)���!Æ � . Pf~x := ~mg (Rep-At)� . P ���!Æ �0 . P 0�.!P ���!Æ �0 . P 0 j !P(Weak)�; q:T . P (� ~p: ~T )n( ~m)��������!Æ �0 . P 0 q 6= n; ~p q 2 ~m� . P (�q:T )(� ~p: ~T )n( ~m)�������������!Æ �0 . P 0 (Open)�; q:T . P (� ~p: ~T )nh ~mi��������!Æ �0 . P 0 q 6= n; ~p q 2 ~m� . (�q:T )P (�q:T )(� ~p: ~T )nh ~mi�������������!Æ �0 . P 0(Res)�; n:T . P ���!Æ �0; n:T . P 0 n =2 fn(�) [ bn(�)� . (�n:T )P ���!Æ �0 . (�n:T )P 0 (Par)� . P ���!Æ �0 . P 0 bn(�) \ fn(Q) = ;� . P j Q ���!Æ �0 . P 0 j Q (Red)P ���! P 0� . P ���!Æ � . P 0Table 4: Typed LTS for �-alulusA preise relationship between the untyped ations andthe typed ones is established in the following proposition,whose proof is immediate.Proposition 2. Let � . P be a on�guration. Then� � . P ���!Æ � . Q if and only if P ���! Q.� �.P (� ~p: ~T )nh ~mi��������!Æ �0.P 0 i� P (� ~p: ~T )nh ~mi���������! P 0 with�(�(n)) = Æ1 and Æ1 � Æ.� �.P (� ~p: ~T )n( ~m)��������!Æ �0.P 0 if and only if P n( ~m)����! P 0with �(�(n)) = Æ1, Æ1 � Æ and ~p \Dom(�) = ;.The next proposition shows how the type environment ismodi�ed after the exeution of an ation. It an be easilyproved by indution on the depth of the derivation of thejudgment in the hypothesis.Proposition 3. Let be � . P ���!Æ �0 . P 0, then� if � = � then �0 = �.� if � 2 f(� ~p: ~T )nh ~mi; (�~p: ~T )n( ~m)g then �0 = �; ~p: ~T .Relying on the typed LTS, we now introdue a partial bisim-ilarity on �-low ations, denoted with :��, whih provides aoindutive haraterization of the �-redution barbed p-ongruene �=�. Intuitively, the relation :�� observes the�-low ations, while simulating the �-high ations by inter-nal transitions.We use the following notation: given a seurity level � 2�, we write �.P ���!� �0.P 0 if whenever �.P ��!Æ �0.P 0then � � Æ. In this ase we say that � . P has performed a�-high level ation.With an abuse of notation, we write =) for the reexiveand transitive losure of ���!Æ : We also write �==)Æfor =) ���!Æ =), and �̂==)Æ for =) if � = � and�==)Æ otherwise. Moreover, for a given relation R overon�gurations, we write � � P R Q whenever (�.P ) R (�.Q). When ~T = T1; : : : ; Tk we denote by �( ~T ) the least upperbound of levels �(T1); : : : ;�(Tk).

De�nition 4. (Partial Bisimilarity on �-low ations :��)Let � 2 �. Partial bisimilarity on �-low ations is the largestsymmetri relation :�� over on�gurations, suh that when-ever � � P :�� Q� if � . P ���!� �0 . P 0, then there exists Q0 suh that� . Q �̂==) �0 . Q0 with �0 � Q0 :�� P 0.� if �.P ���!� �0.P 0 with � belonging to f(� ~p: ~T )nh ~mi;(� ~p: ~T )n( ~m)g where ~p : ~T = ~p1: ~T1; ~p2: ~T2 suh that�( ~T1) 6� �, and �( ~T2) � �, then there exists Q0 suhthat �.Q =) �.Q0 with �; ~p1: ~T1 � Q0 :�� (� ~p2: ~T2)P 0.To give an intuition of the seond item in whih restritedlow and high names are handled di�erently, onsider the pro-esses P = (�`)(hh`i:`hi:R) andQ = (�k)(hhki:khi:R) in thetype environment � = h:>[ ℄; k:>[ ℄; `:?[ ℄. In both proessesa name is extruded along a high level hannel, whih meansthat only high level ontexts an reeive that name and useit to synhonize on the seond ation. However, when theextruded name is low the high ontext annot read from it,hene no ontext will ever interat with R. On the otherhand, when the extruded name is high the high ontext ansynhonize on the seond ation and possibly interat withthe proess R.The relation :�� is a partial equivalene relation, i.e., itis not reexive. In fat, if we onsider the proess P =hhi:`hi:0 and the type environment � = h : >[ ℄; ` : ?[ ℄ weget � � P 6 :�� P when � = ?.Theorem 1. Let � 2 �, P and Q be proesses and � bea type environment suh that � ` P;Q. It holds:� � P �=� Q if and only if � � P :�� Q.
4. INFORMATION FLOWWe are now ready to de�ne noninterferene in terms ofP-ongruenes in the spitit of [18℄. This property is alledNI(�=�) and ensures that no information ow ours evenin the presene of maliious proesses, e.g., Trojan Horseprograms, that run at the lassi�ed (higher than �) level.A proess P in a type environment � satis�es the propertyNI(�=�) if the on�guration � . P belongs to the reexivitylosure of �=�. The formal de�nition of NI(�=�) is as follows.



De�nition 5. (�-Noninterferene) Let � 2 �, P be a pro-ess and � be a type environment suh that � ` P . The pro-ess P satis�es the �-noninterferene property in �, written� . P 2 NI(�=�), if � � P �=� P:Example 2. In the following examples, we assume just twoseurity levels: > and ? with ? � >; let also h be a highlevel hannel and `; `1; `2 be low level hannels. Let � bethe type environment h : >[ ℄; ` : ?[ ℄; `1 : ?[ ℄; `2 : ?[ ℄ and� = ?.� Let us �rst onsider the following simple inseure pro-ess: P1 = h():`() j hhi. The proess P1 is learly inse-ure in the type environment � sine the low level, ob-servable, ation `() diretly depends on the high levelinput h(). Indeed, by hoosing C1H [��℄ = h() j [��℄ andCL[��℄ = C2H [��℄ = [��℄, one an easily observe that� � CL[C1H [P1℄℄ 6�=� CL[C2H [P1℄℄.� Let us onsider a further lassi example of inseureproess, that is P2 = h(x:T ):if x = n then `1hi else `2hiin the type environment �0 = h : >[T ℄; `i : ?[ ℄; n : T(here the seurity level of n is irrelevant). To showthat �0 . P2 =2 NI(�=�) one an hoose C1H [��0 ℄ =hhni j [��0 ℄; CL[��0 ℄ = C2H [��0 ℄ = [��0 ℄, and observe that�0 � CL[C1H [P2℄℄ 6�=� CL[C2H [P2℄℄. Intuitively, when nis a high level name, a low level observer may inferfrom P2 the value of the high level variable x, whih islearly unsound.� Finally, onsider the proess P3 = P2 j hhni j hhmi,where the variable x an be nondeterministially sub-stituted either with n or m. P3 is still an inseureproess sine an external attak an destroy the non-determinism ausing an interferene: for instane, ifC1H [�℄ = h(y):h(z):hhni j [�℄ and CL[�℄ = C2H [�℄ = [�℄,then CL[C1H [P3℄℄ 6�=� CL[C2H [P3℄℄.The haraterization of p-ongruenes in terms of partialbisimilarity on �-low ations provides a better understand-ing of the operational semantis of seure proesses. More-over, it allows one to de�ne eÆient proof tehniques for�-noninterferene just by inspeting the typed LTS of pro-esses. Notie that the partial bisimilarity on �-low ationsis deidable in the ase of �nite state proesses, i.e., pro-esses whose typed LTS is �nite. Moreover, by exploitingthe following ompositionality results, the partial bisimilar-ity on �-low ations an be used to de�ne methods, e.g., aproof system, both to hek the seurity of omplex systemsand to inrementally build proesses whih are seure byonstrution.Theorem 2. (Compositionality of �-Noninterferene) Let� 2 �, P and Q be two proesses and � be a type en-vironment suh that � ` P;Q. If � . P 2 NI(�=�) and� . Q 2 NI(�=�) then1. �0 . ah~bi:P 2 NI(�=�) where�0 = � [ fa : Æ[ ~T ℄g [ f~b : ~Tg and Æ � �;2. �0 . a(~x : ~T ):P 2 NI(�=�) where�0 = � [ fa : Æ[ ~T ℄g and Æ � �;3. �0 . if a = b then P else Q 2 NI(�=�) where�0 = � [ fa : Tg [ fb : Tg;

4. � . P j Q 2 NI(�=�);5. �0 . (�n:T )P 2 NI(�=�) where � = �0; n : T ;6. � . !P 2 NI(�=�).Example 3. Let P and Q be �nite state proesses and� be a type environment suh that � ` P;Q. Even ifR =!P j Q might be an in�nite state proess, we an eas-ily hek whether � . R 2 NI(�=�) just exploiting the de-idability of � . P 2 NI(�=�) and � . Q 2 NI(�=�) andthe ompositionality of NI(�=�) with respet to the parallelomposition and repliation operators.
5. EXTENSION WITH DOWNGRADINGIn this setion we extend the �-alulus with a delas-si�ation mehanism that allows a programmer to ontrolinformation release from higher to lower levels.The new alulus, alled De�-alulus, is obtained by en-rihing the syntax of proesses with a family of delassi�edations of the form deÆ nh ~mi and deÆ n(~x: ~T ). Whenever nis a hannel of level higher than Æ, the delassi�ed read/writeations deÆ n(~x: ~T ) and deÆ nh ~mi an be used by the pro-grammer to speify an \esape hath" for information re-lease, that is to allow information arising from these ationsto ow downwards up to the level Æ. Notie that the delas-si�ation has a visible impat only when a �-high ation isdelassi�ed to an observable level Æ (i.e., when Æ � �). How-ever, following the lines of the previous setions, we preferto introdue a downgrading mehanism whih is parametrion the seurity levels.Aording to the literature, we assume a delassi�ationmodel where only programmers may enable the downgradingof seret information to an observable level, while externalentities an only synhronize on those delassi�ed ationsthat do not allow the ow of information to ross the obser-vation level �.We refer to [2℄ for a detailed disussion of motivations anda formal study of De�-alulus. In this setion we showhow p-ongruenes and the related noninterferene propre-rties an be extended to deal with downgrading.The type system of the De�-alulus ensures that ationsan be downgraded only to lower levels. It an be obtainedby adding the following rules to those in Table 3.(De Output)� ` ah~bi:P � ` a : Æ1[ ~T ℄� ` deÆ ah~bi:P Æ � Æ1(De Input)� ` a(~x : ~T ):P � ` a : Æ1[ ~T ℄� ` deÆ a(~x : ~T ):P Æ � Æ1The operational semantis of the De�-alulus is ob-tained from that of the �-alulus by adding the rules inTable 5, that are built around the new ations deÆ n( ~m),deÆ nh ~mi and (� ~p: ~T ) deÆ nh ~mi. Notie that we allow a de-lassi�ed ation to synhronize only with the orrespondingdelassi�ed o-ation. In other words, we require that bothusers of a hannel (the reader and the writer) agree to down-grade the ommuniation.



(De Out)deÆ nh ~mi:P deÆ nh ~mi�������! P (De In)deÆ n(~x: ~T ):P deÆ n( ~m)�������! Pf~x := ~mg(De Open)P (� ~p: ~T ) deÆ nh ~mi������������! P 0 q 6= n q 2 ~m(�q:T )P (�q:T )(� ~p: ~T ) deÆ nh ~mi�����������������! P 0 (De Close)P (� ~p: ~T ) deÆ nh ~mi������������! P 0 Q deÆ n( ~m)�������! Q0 ~p \ fn(Q) = ;P j Q ���! (� ~p : ~T )(P 0 j Q0)Table 5: Labeled Transition System for Delassi�ed AtionsThe theory of p-ongruenes developed in the previoussetions sales to the De�-alulus by adapting the de�ni-tions of �-low and �-high ontexts.As we said before, the downgrading must be ontrolledby programmers, whereas neither external observers, nor at-takers an �re a delassi�ed ommuniation that allows theow of information to ross the observation level �. This re-sults in de�ning �-low and �-high level soures as follows,where the only allowed delassi�ations do not let the owof information to ross the level �.De�nition 6. (�-low and �-high level soures) Let � ` P .� We say that the proess P is a �-low level soure in�, denoted � �̀ P , if � ` P and 8m 2 fn(P ) it holds�(�(m)) � �.� We say that the proess P is a �-high level soure in�, denoted � �̀ P , if every subjet of an input or anoutput pre�x is of the form a with �(�(a)) 6� � ordeÆ a with Æ 6� �.Now �-low and �-high ontexts an be de�ned in theDe�-alulus exatly as in De�nition 2 where �-low and�-high level soures are de�ned aording to de�nition 6.As for �-barb preservation, the De�-alulus inherits thede�nition of �-barbs form Setion 3. Notie that these barbsare enough to also observe those delassi�ed ations that uselow level hannels.The p-ongruenes and the noninterferene property forthe De�-alulus are then de�ned as follows:De�nition 7. (P-Congruene �=de� ) Let � 2 �. The �-redution barbed partial ongruene, denoted by �=de� , is thelargest type-indexed relation over proesses whih is sym-metri, �-ontextual, redution losed and �-barb preserv-ing (aording to the above de�nitions adapted to the De�-alulus).De�nition 8. (�-Noninterferene) Let � 2 �, P be a De�-proess and � be a type environment suh that � ` P . Theproess P satis�es the �-noninterferene property in �, writ-ten � . P 2 NI(�=de� ), if� � P �=de� P:Example 4. Consider the proesses P1 = h():`() j hhiand P2 = deÆ h():`() j deÆ hhi in the type environment� = h:>[ ℄; `:?[ ℄ and let Æ be an observable level under�. We an prove that P1 is not seure sine � � P1 6�=�

P1, whereas � � P2 �=de� `(), hene P2 is a seure pro-ess. The di�erene between the to proesses omes fromthe fat that �-high ontexts an interfere with the plainommuniation along the hannel h, but not with the de-lassi�ed ommuniation. On the other hand, the proessP3 = h1():deÆ h():`() j deÆ hhi with h1 being a high han-nel is inseure sine observing the low ation `() reveals theourrene of the high ations h1() and h(), but only theseond one has been downgraded by the programmer.In order to de�ne a proof tehnique for noninterferene,the partial bisimilarity studied in Setion 3 an be adaptedto the De�-alulus by extending the typed LTS of Table4 with the delassi�ed ations olleted in Table 6. The newrules state that if a �-high ation, e.g., hhni is delassi�ed toan observable level Æ, then the resulting ation deÆ hhni isstill a �-high ation. This is justi�ed by the fat that �-lowontexts annot synhronize on (i.e., observe) delassi�edations, thus setting to Æ the level of the ation deÆ hhniwould be wrong. Even if the downgrading does not a�etthe level of a typed ation, the examples above show the a-tual impat of delassi�ation on the admissible informationows. The following de�nition of partial bisimilarity gives afurther aount of the impat of delassi�ation on seurity.De�nition 9. (Partial Bisimilarity on �-low ations :�de� )Let � 2 �. Partial bisimilarity on �-low ations is the largestsymmetri relation :�de� over on�gurations, suh that when-ever � � P :�de� Q� if � . P ���!� �0 . P 0, then there exists Q0 suh that� . Q �̂==) �0 . Q0 with �0 � Q0 :�� P 0.� if �.P ���!� �0.P 0 with � belonging to f(� ~p: ~T )nh ~mi;(� ~p: ~T )n( ~m)g where ~p : ~T = ~p1: ~T1; ~p2: ~T2 suh that�( ~T1) 6� �, and �( ~T2) � �, then there exists Q0 suhthat �.Q =) �.Q0 with �; ~p1: ~T1 � Q0 :�� (� ~p2: ~T2)P 0.Even if the de�nition of :�de� appears idential to De�-nition 4, its seond lause implies that �-high ations thathave been delassi�ed by P to an observable level, need notto be mathed by � -steps of Q, thus implementing the fatthat they represent an (expliitly allowed) information ow.In the De�-alulus the following theorem holds by astraightforward extention of the proof of Theorem 1.Theorem 3. Let � 2 �, P and Q be proesses and � bea type environment suh that � ` P;Q. It holds:� � P �=de� Q if and only if � � P :�de� Q.



(De Out)� ` n : Æ1[ ~T ℄� . deÆ2nh ~mi:P deÆ2nh ~mi������!Æ � . P Æ1 � Æ (De In) � ` n : Æ1[ ~T ℄ � ` ~m : ~T� . deÆ2n(~x: ~T ):P deÆ2n( ~m)������!Æ � . Pf~x := ~mg Æ1 � Æ(De Weak)�; q:T . P (� ~p: ~T ) deÆ1n( ~m)������������!Æ �0 . P 0 q 6= n; ~p q 2 ~m� . P (�q:T )(� ~p: ~T ) deÆ1n( ~m)����������������!Æ �0 . P 0 (De Open)�; q:T . P (� ~p: ~T ) deÆ1nh ~mi������������!Æ �0 . P 0 q 6= n; ~p q 2 ~m� . (�q:T )P (�q:T )(� ~p: ~T ) deÆ1nh ~mi����������������!Æ �0 . P 0Table 6: Typed LTS for De�-alulus
6. CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORKIn this paper we introdue the onept of p-ongruenes tomodel noninterferene for a typed version of the �-alulus.We �rst onsider a simple typing disipline where types areused to assign serey levels to hannels. We then extend ourapproah by allowing the seure downgrading of informationthrough expliit delassi�ation operations.With respet to our previous works [3, 2℄, in this paperwe provide a more preise and eÆient de�nition of non-interferene. As disussed in the introdution, the seurityde�nitions presented in [3, 2℄ are persistent in the sense thatif a proess is seure then also all the states reahable fromit in the typed LTS do. Although persistene allows us toapply indutive reasoning when proving seurity results, itturns out to be too strong when modeling noninterferene.In this paper we show that persistene may be replaedby a more sophistiated notion of ontextuality whih leadsto more preise and eÆient de�nitions in terms of a gener-alized version of redution barbed ongruene. We preiselyompare this new relation with the standard barbed on-gruene for the �-alulus, and we develop a oindutiveharaterization that provides eÆient methods for the ver-i�ation and onstrution of (ompositional) seure systems.A number of type-based tehniques ensuring forms of non-interferene have been developed for the �-alulus. Be-tween them, the seurity �-alulus of Hennessy and Riely[10, 8℄ is the losest one. It onsists of a typed version of theasynhronous �-alulus where types assoiate read/writeapabilities to hannels as well as seurity learanes. Non-interferene properties based on may and must equivalenesare ahieved by means of typing onstraints foring a no-write-down poliy. In partiular, the noninterferene resultspresented by Hennessy in [8℄ an be stated suintly as fol-lows. If a well typed proess P only performs input ationsof level at most �, then for all proesses H whose outputsare not observable (i.e., H writes at levels not lower that �),P and P j H are indistinguishable by any testing proessrunning at seurity level at most �. The noninterferenetheorem omes from the fat that in the seurity �-alulusommuniation between proesses of di�erent levels is pre-isely onstrained. Let P and H be two ommuniatingproesses, then either (1) P sends an output to H, but thisase does not produe any information leak due to the fatthat the output is asynhronous, or (2) P reads a messagefromH, whih is instead prevented by the typing rules whihforbid write-downs.

Our type system an be embedded into that of [8℄ usingthe following type translation:[[ Æ[T ℄ ℄℄ = frÆ([[T ℄℄); wÆ([[T ℄℄)gwhere a hannel of level Æ orresponds to a read-write han-nel where both apabilities have seurity level Æ. Suh atranslation helps in understanding the di�erene betweenthe two approahes. Splitting the read and write apabilitesand using an assoiated subtyping relation inreases the ex-ibility of typing, however, onsider the proess P = `():h(),whih is learly a seure proess. Besides being well typed, Pdoes not math the hypothesis of the noninterferene theo-rem of [8℄ sine it ontains an high level input, hene nothingan be said about its seurity properties, whereas it an beeasily proved that P 2 NI(�=�).Furthermore, in the seurity �-alulus no observationongruenes are studied. We think that proving ontex-tual noninterferene results using exible type systems ofi/o-types is not straightforward, and we keep it for futurework.Honda, Yoshida, Vasonelos and Berger [11, 13, 22℄ on-sider advaned type systems for proesses of the linear/aÆne�-alulus where eah ation type is assoiated to a sereylevel. They express noninterferene in terms of typed bisim-ulation equivalenes. Their type systems guarantee that ev-ery ommuniation on a linear hannel must eventually su-eed, and so its suess alone does not arry any information.For instane, the proess h():`hi, whih waits for an inputon the seret hannel h and then performs the low-level out-put `hi, is onsidered seure as long as h is a linear hannel.Similarly, Zdanewi and Myers [23℄ propose a type systemdealing with linear hannels in a onurrent language with(a restrited form of) join-patterns as synhronization prim-itives. Furthermore, their type system ontrols the temporalordering of ommuniations on linear hannels. Kobayashi[14℄ presents an even more exible type system whih andeal with arbitrary usage of hannels, so that programs us-ing various onurreny primitives (inluding loks) an beenoded into the �-alulus and analyzed.The typing onstraints imposed by the type systems dis-ussed above allow one to reason only on a limited lass ofproesses and ontexts. For instane, onsider the proess!x(y):P j!x(y):Q. It is rejeted by the type system of, e.g.,[13℄ and thus it is not onsidered seure independently of theseurity level of its hannels. As another example, when h isa nonlinear hannel, the proess (�h)(h():`() j hhi) is nevertyped in most of the mentioned type systems even if this



proess does not leak any seret information. As another ex-ample onsider the proess P = (�h)(h j ! (h:(k j h)) j k:`)with h and k being high hannels and l being a low one.We an prove that P satis�es noninterferene. However itannot be deemed seure by using the type systems in theabove mentioned works. The problem omes from the inse-ure subterm k:` where an observable ation depends on ahigh one.Our use of a lighter type system leads to stronger non-interferene properties, that hek the seurity of proessesagainst a bigger lass of attakers. Interestingly, as shownin Setion 5, we an inrease the exibility of our approahby admitting a form of downgrading whih allows trustedentities to delassify information from a higher to a lowerseurity level. This is done following the ideas previosly de-velopped in [1, 2℄. Thus, for instane, the proess h():`hian be deemed seure by delassifying the high level ationh().As for the downgrading, the work whih is most related toour approah is [1℄ by Bossi, Piazza and the seond author.They propose a general unwinding framework for formaliz-ing di�erent nointerferene properties of CCS proesses per-mitting downgrading. Their alulus is not extended withany partiular delassi�ation operator but instead a dis-tint set D of downgrading ations is onsidered. The mainadvantage of expliitly introduing a delassi�ation on-strut, as the de operator used in this paper, is that, inthe same proess, high level names an be used both as se-ret hannels and as downgraded ones. This is learly notpossible in [1℄.The only work we are aware of dealing with a form ofdowngrading for the �-alulus is a reent work by Gor-don and Je�rey about onditional serey [7℄. They pro-pose a system of serey types for the �-alulus whihsupports multiple, dynamially-generated seurity levels, to-gether with the ontrolled downgrading of seurity levels.Di�erently from our approah, their system downgrades namesinstead of ations and is based on trae semantis. Further-more, their seurity notion deals with diret ows only anddoes not address impliit ows nor noninterferene.
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